


Product details
Malys® Multiformat

Protective crankcase

0.001mL to 50mL

Tactile HMI

316L stainless steel

Carry handle

Malys® Mulitformat is a table-top 
filling machine, for filling vials, bottles, 
syringes and nest. 

This benchtop machine is able to 
handle a large number of products, 
from a very fluid liquid to a very thick 
gel.

Compact design

High accuracy

Easy to use

Pharmaceuticals

Clinical trials

Biopharma
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Versatile machine
Suitable for all types of pumps Ideal for R&D, clinical lots, small batches etc. 

Quick changeover of pumps.Our benchtop filling solution allows the installation of all types 
of dosing pumps available on the market. Feel free to ask us 
what type of pump you want to use.

Syntegon (Bosch) typeCorima type Bausch+Ströbel typeGroninger type



Customized solutions
For integration and aseptic use

Designed to be integrated into 
aseptic equipment, the Malys 
Multiformat is a dosing module 
compatible for use in isolators, RABS 
or simple frame with remote HMI.

As a solution provider for liquid 
dosing, we adapt our machines and 
accesories to your constraints.

Adapted to your existing environment

Controllable from centralized HMI 

Sterile compliant

CFR 21 part 11 compliant



Assets & options
Malys® Multiformat

Viscous or aqueous product

Repeatability rate of +/- 0.1%

0.001 mL to 50mL

Rate up to 6,000 vials/hr maxi

Minimal maintenance

Aseptic materials

Quick format changeover

Recipes registration

Compact design

Friendly HMI

Compliant CFR 21 part 11 

Compliant with all type of pumps

Stand-alone or revamping version

Foot pedal (for top filling)

PTFE tube spreader

Needle gripper

Filling pumps

Filling needles



They trust us
French manufacturing since 1902

The leading filling machines manufacturers also rely upon SPC 
Group expertise by choosing our products in their filling line.

Hundreds of clients 
worldwidewww.spc.fr 

https://www.youtube.com/c/SPCEngineering



Feel free to contact us
Your precision partner for liquid filling

Filling pumps Tools for liquid Revamping

Filling needles Filling machines Expertises

SPC GROUP
104 Rue de Lisbonne
69140 - Rillieux-la-Pape
France

+33 (0)4 78 88 79 56
www.spc.fr
spc@spc.fr

Wordwide provider of filling solutions 
in aseptic environments.


